Animal Model

Targeting Experimental Autoimmune Encephalomyelitis Lesions to a Predetermined Axonal Tract System Allows for Refined Behavioral Testing in an Animal Model of Multiple Sclerosis
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In multiple sclerosis (MS) the structural damage to axons determines the persistent clinical deficit patients acquire during the course of the disease. It is therefore important to test therapeutic strategies that can prevent or reverse this structural damage. The conventional animal model of MS, experimental autoimmune encephalomyelitis (EAE), typically shows disseminated inflammation in the central nervous system, which leads to a clinical deficit that cannot be directly attributed to a defined tract system. For this reason we have developed a localized EAE model, in which large inflammatory lesions are targeted to the dorsal columns of the spinal cord, an area including the corticospinal tract. These lesions show the pathological hallmarks of MS plaques and lead to reproducible and pronounced deficits in hindlimb locomotion. Because of the anatomical specificity of this technique we can now use highly sensitive behavioral tests that assess the functional integrity of specific axonal tracts. We show that these tests are predictive of the site and extent of a given lesion and are more sensitive for assessing the clinical course than the scales commonly used for disseminated EAE models. We believe that this targeted EAE model will become a helpful new tool for the evaluation of therapeutic approaches for MS that attempt to protect axons or support their repair. (Am J Pathol 2004, 164:1455–1469)

Multiple sclerosis (MS) is the most common inflammatory demyelinating disease of the central nervous system (CNS).1 Our understanding of the mechanisms that underlie MS has progressed significantly throughout the last years, yet our means for therapeutic intervention are still very limited. It is believed that in MS an autoimmune dysregulation leads to an inflammatory attack on the resident cells of the CNS.1 Recent studies have emphasized that the target of this inflammatory attack is not the myelin sheath alone but rather the entire myelin-axonal unit.2,3 Neuropathological studies have provided evidence that acute structural damage to axons is a prominent feature of MS lesions starting from the very early stages of the disease.4–6 The clinical importance of the structural axon damage is further underlined by the close correlation between neuroradiological markers of axon damage and the persistent neurological deficit in a given MS patient.7,8 It is thus of central importance to develop therapeutic strategies that can prevent or repair axonal damage in MS. The basis for the development and evaluation of such strategies is the availability of suitable animal models, which should both reflect the pathological hallmarks of MS and allow for the quantification of therapeutic effects on axonal damage and repair.
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Behavioral tests used to monitor rodent models of CNS trauma allow for the sensitive quantification of functional deficits of specific tract systems in the spinal cord.\textsuperscript{9,10} However, this kind of testing could thus far not be applied in experimental autoimmune encephalomyelitis (EAE), the most commonly used animal model of MS. In this model an induced immune reaction against myelin proteins causes disseminated inflammatory CNS lesions, which share important aspects of the pathology and pathomechanisms of MS lesions.\textsuperscript{11,12} As much as the dissemination and variability of the disease process in EAE reflects the characteristics of MS in humans, these properties make a correlation of functional and structural deficits very complex and often impossible. Therefore the application and interpretation of behavioral tests such as those used to stage traumatic spinal cord injury is problematic in disseminated EAE. These limitations could be overcome with a localized version of the EAE model, which would reflect a single prototypic MS lesion rather than the entire disease process. Targeting the EAE lesion to functionally important axonal tract systems, eg, in the spinal cord, would cause deficits that could be evaluated by using refined behavioral testing.\textsuperscript{10} At the same time, axonal damage and repair could be quantified much in the same way as usually done for localized noninflammatory lesions to the spinal cord.

Previously, focal inflammatory lesions have been induced, for example, by the local application of mycobacterial components, demyelinating toxins, or antibodies.\textsuperscript{13–15} Although these models allow for the induction of focal lesions in a predetermined location, they clearly differ with regard to pathomechanism and histopathological appearance from MS lesions. As a consequence, they are not optimally suited for the evaluation of therapeutic strategies aiming at MS.

As mentioned above, EAE resembles MS in many ways\textsuperscript{5,16} and would thus provide an ideal basis for the development of a localized model of MS. In the past, attempts to induce local EAE lesions used thermal or electrolytic injury to target EAE lesions to a specific location.\textsuperscript{17,18} These models are of very limited use for the study of structural damage, which in these models is a mixture of the pre-existing tissue damage and the ensuing EAE lesion. In addition, the animals usually develop signs of systemic EAE that further interfere with behavioral testing.

In the present study, to generate a new localized animal model of MS, we took advantage of the limited susceptibility of the Lewis rat to a specific form of EAE (MOG-EAE), which is induced by immunization with myelin-oligodendrocyte glycoprotein (MOG).\textsuperscript{19} We combined subthreshold immunization with MOG with local injections of proinflammatory cytokines into the spinal cord, which induce local immune cell infiltration.\textsuperscript{20–22} This approach led to the formation of focal EAE lesions with high reproducibility and produced the corresponding signs of clinical disease. Histopathological analysis revealed that the targeted EAE lesions share important pathological hallmarks with the human disease MS with respect to demyelination, inflammation, and axonal damage. We then targeted these lesions to the dorsal columns of the mid-thoracic spinal cord, an area including the corticospinal tract (CST), and used defined behavioral tests for functional analysis of the new targeted EAE model in comparison to a standard disseminated EAE model. Only the targeted EAE model allowed us to identify parameters of both acute and chronic behavioral deficits that are closely correlated to the total amount of structural damage and especially to damage to the CST. This MS model provides for the first time the opportunity to clinically monitor the structural tissue damage with high precision and sensitivity.

Materials and Methods

Animals

Adult (140 to 220 g) female Lewis rats were used for these experiments. The rats were obtained from Harlan (Horst, The Netherlands) and housed in groups under a 12:12-hour light/dark cycle with food and water \textit{ad libitum}. All experiments were approved by the veterinary department of the Canton of Zurich.

Sensitization Procedure

For the induction of the targeted EAE model, recombinant protein (rMOG) corresponding to the N-terminal sequence of rat MOG (amino acids 1 to 125) was expressed in \textit{Escherichia coli} and purified to homogeneity as previously described.\textsuperscript{23} The purified protein was dissolved in 6 mol/L of urea and dialyzed against 20 mmol/L of sodium acetate buffer (pH 3.0) to obtain a soluble preparation and stored at −20°C.

Rats were anesthetized by inhalation anesthesia and injected subcutaneously at the base of the tail with a total volume of 100 \(\mu\)l of rMOG (5 to 100 \(\mu\)g diluted in saline) emulsified in incomplete Freund’s adjuvant (IFA; Sigma-Aldrich, Buchs, Switzerland). For control experiments rats were injected subcutaneously at the base of the tail with a total volume of 100 \(\mu\)l of saline emulsified in IFA. This sensitization protocol leads to the induction of an anti-MOG immune response without overt signs of clinical disease (Table 1). For the induction of a targeted EAE lesion MOG-sensitized rats were kept for 18 to 22 days and then subjected to a stereotactic injection of cytokines into a predetermined location of the spinal cord.

A conventional disseminated EAE model was induced by active immunization with purified guinea pig myelin basic protein (MBP; Sigma-Aldrich) as previously described.\textsuperscript{24,25} Rats were anesthetized by inhalation anesthesia and injected subcutaneously at the base of the tail with a total volume of 100 \(\mu\)l of MBP (10 to 50 \(\mu\)g per rat diluted in saline) emulsified in complete Freund’s adjuvant (CFA) containing 5 mg/ml of mycobacterium tuberculosis H37RA (250 \(\mu\)g per rat; Difco, Detroit, MI). For control experiments rats were injected subcutaneously at the base of tail with a total volume of 100 \(\mu\)l of saline emulsified in CFA.
**Stereotactic Spinal Cord Injections**

Sensitized rats were anesthetized with a combination of Dormicur (midazolam, 0.6 mg per 100 g body weight; i.p.; Roche, Basel, Switzerland) and Hypnorm (fentanyl, 0.02 mg per 100 g body weight; i.p.; Janssen-Cilag, Berchem, Belgium). Minimal invasive stereotactic injections into the thoracic spinal cord were performed as previously described.21 Briefly, a dorsal laminectomy was performed at the thoracic level 6 (T6) and the spinal cord was exposed. The animals were then suspended in a stereotactic frame by clamping the vertebra T7. A finely drawn calibrated glass capillary tube was stereotactically inserted through a small opening of the dura into the spinal cord. To target the CST area the glass capillary was inserted to a depth of 0.7 mm in the spinal cord midline. The injection of 2 µl of a cytokine solution containing 250 ng of recombinant rat tumor necrosis factor-α (TNF-α; R&D Systems, Abingdon, UK) and 150 U of recombinant rat interferon-γ (IFN-γ; PeproTech, London, UK) dissolved in phosphate-buffered saline (PBS) was performed slowly throughout a 5-minute period. For control experiments rats were injected with 2 µl of PBS without cytokines. A trace of Monastral Blue (Sigma-Aldrich) was added to all solutions to enhance the visibility. After various survival times animals were perfused transcardially with 4% paraformaldehyde. The spinal cords were dissected and embedded in paraffin. Histological evaluation was performed on 3-µm-thick sections of spinal cords as previously described.28 Sections were the serum was separated and the titer of MOG-specific antibodies was determined by enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay. Briefly, recombinant purified and subsequently gel-eluted MOG (rMOG) corresponding to the N-terminal sequence of rat MOG was coated on a 96-well plate (Greiner Bio-One, Solingen, Germany) at a concentration of 8 µg/ml. After incubation overnight at 4°C the plates were blocked with 5% (w/v) bovine serum albumin, and 0.05% (w/v) Top Block (Juro Supply, Luzern, Switzerland) in PBS. Detection was done with IgG-specific horseradish peroxidase-conjugated goat anti-rat antibodies (1:5000; Pierce, Rockford, IL) in PBS with 0.1% (v/v) Nonidet P-40 (Fluka, Buchs, Switzerland), 0.05% (w/v) bovine serum albumin, and 3,3′,5,5′-tetramethylbenzidine (BM-Blue, POD substrate; Roche) was added as a substrate. Between each incubation step, the plates were washed five times with PBS containing 0.05% (v/v) Tween-20. Optical density was measured at 450 nm. Antibody titers were defined as the serum dilutions yielding absorption of twice background levels.

**Enzyme-Linked Immunosorbent Assay**

For the determination of the serum titer of anti-MOG antibodies blood samples were taken by puncture of the sublingual veins. After centrifugation of the blood samples the serum was separated and the titer of MOG-specific antibodies was determined by enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay. Briefly, recombinant purified and subsequently gel-eluted MOG (rMOG) corresponding to the N-terminal sequence of rat MOG was coated on a 96-well plate (Greiner Bio-One, Solingen, Germany) at a concentration of 8 µg/ml. After incubation overnight at 4°C the plates were blocked with 5% (w/v) bovine serum albumin (Calbiochem, La Jolla, CA) in PBS for 4 hours at room temperature. Sera were pre-diluted 40-fold and then titrated in threefold dilutions throughout 12 steps in 5% (w/v) Top Block (Juro Supply, Luzern, Switzerland) in PBS. Detection was done with IgG-specific horseradish peroxidase-conjugated goat anti-rat antibodies (1:5000; Pierce, Rockford, IL) in PBS with 0.1% (v/v) Nonidet P-40 (Fluka, Buchs, Switzerland), 0.05% (w/v) bovine serum albumin, and 3,3′,5,5′-tetramethylbenzidine (BM-Blue, POD substrate; Roche) was added as a substrate. Between each incubation step, the plates were washed five times with PBS containing 0.05% (v/v) Tween-20. Optical density was measured at 450 nm. Antibody titers were defined as the serum dilutions yielding absorption of twice background levels.

**Histopathology**

After various survival times animals were perfused transcardially with 4% paraformaldehyde. The spinal cords were dissected and embedded in paraffin. Histological evaluation was performed on 3-µm-thick sections of spinal cords as previously described.28 Sections were stained with hematoxylin and eosin, Luxol fast blue, and Bielschowsky silver impregnation to assess inflammation, demyelination, and axonal pathology, respectively. In adjacent serial sections, immunohistochemistry was performed with antibodies against macrophages/activated microglia (clone ED1; Serotec, Oxford, UK), T-cells (CD3,
were perfused transcardially with 4% paraformaldehyde
(1.5 mm depth). Two weeks after BDA injections, animals
were processed for BDA detection as previously described.29 The
sections were air-dried, counterstained with cresyl-violet, and
coverslipped with Eukitt (Kindler). In the targeted
EAE model we analyzed the extent of CST damage by
determining the number of labeled CST fibers on 10
sections above (high cervical level) and below (low tho-
racic level) the midthoracic EAE lesion for each CST tract
in each animal. In the disseminated EAE model we ana-
alyzed the extent of CST damage by determining the num-
ber of labeled CST fibers on 10 sections above (high
cervical level) and below (low lumbar level) the majority
of EAE lesions for each CST tract in each animal. The re-
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corrected CST reduction of both CST tracts. The corre-
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Behavioral Analysis

To assess hindlimb motor function in animals with tar-
targeted or disseminated EAE the following behavioral tests
were used: the open field locomotion test and the Grid
walk task. The open field locomotion score (BBB score)
was designed to measure the recovery of hindlimb move-
ments after spinal cord injury in rats during free open field
locomotion.30 For this purpose the rats were placed in an
open field (80 × 130 × 30 cm) with a pasteboard-cov-
ered nonslippery floor. In each testing session, the ani-
mals were observed individually for 3 to 5 minutes. Hind-
limb locomotion was then scored from 0 to 21 points. A
score of 0 points defines no movement of the hindlimb,
and the maximum of 21 points defines normal locomotion
as observed in unlesioned rats. Points are distributed
according to criteria such as joint movement, weight
support, forelimb-hindlimb coordination, and tail position.
We used a modified version of the BBB score, if the
sequence of recovering motor functions was not the
same as described in the original score.10 The open field
locomotion of the rats was evaluated at baseline and at 3,
7, 10, 14, 21, and 28 days after lesion induction in the
targeted EAE model and 3, 7, 10, 14, 21, and 28 days
after disease onset in the disseminated EAE model.

Deficits in descending motor control were examined
by the Grid walk task. The animals had to walk on a
1-m-long horizontal runway of metal bars elevated 1 m
above the ground as previously described.10,31 A de-
finite 10 bar sector with irregular placed bars (1 to 4 cm)
was chosen for analysis. Animals were trained for 3 days
before baseline evaluation. For the analysis of the Grid
walk performance the rats were videotaped while cross-
ing the grid (twice). The total number of footfalls as well
as the total number of steps were counted and the per-

Analysis of Corticospinal Tract Damage

To determine the extent of damage to the CST, the fibers
of the hindlimb part of the CST were labeled by antero-
grade tracing. Briefly, 14 days after lesion induction in the
targeted EAE animals and 14 days after disease onset in
the disseminated EAE animals, we performed pressure
injections of 900 nl of a 10% solution of biotinylated
dextran amine (BDA 10,000, in 0.01 mol/L phosphate
buffer, pH 7.4; Molecular Probes, Eugene, OR) into the
hindlimb area of the left and right motor cortex (coordi-
nates: 2 mm posterior to bregma, 2 mm lateral to bregma,
1.5 mm depth). Two weeks after BDA injections, animals
were perfused transcardially with 4% paraformaldehyde
and the spinal cords were dissected and postfixied over-
night at 4°C. Cross-sections of the spinal cord were cut
on a vibratome, serially mounted on Superfrost slides
(Menzel-Gläser, Braunschweig, Germany), and pro-
cessed for BDA detection as previously described.29 The
sections were air-dried, counterstained with cresyl-violet,
and coverslipped with Eukitt (Kindler). In the targeted
EAE model we analyzed the extent of CST damage by
determining the number of labeled CST fibers on 10
sections above (high cervical level) and below (low tho-
racic level) the midthoracic EAE lesion for each CST tract
in each animal. In the disseminated EAE model we ana-
alyzed the extent of CST damage by determining the num-
ber of labeled CST fibers on 10 sections above (high
cervical level) and below (low lumbar level) the majority
of EAE lesions for each CST tract in each animal. The re-
duction of CST fibers was calculated and corrected for
the reduction of CST fibers between the respective levels
in unlesioned animals (n = 4). The CST damage for an
individual animal was then determined as the mean of the
corrected CST reduction of both CST tracts. The corre-
lation between the CST damage and the parameters
obtained by behavioral analysis was analyzed using
Prism Software (Graphpad) as detailed below.
tence of footfalls per step was calculated. A footfall was defined as a drop of the foot below the plane of the grid. Animals that could not support their weight on their hindlimbs (BBB < 10) would make errors with every step and were thus assigned 100% of footfalls. The percentage of footfalls is then converted into a Grid score ranging from score 1 (0 to 10% of footfalls) to 10 (91 to 100% of footfalls). The Grid walk was evaluated at baseline and at 3, 7, 10, 14, 21, and 28 days after lesion induction in the targeted EAE model and 3, 7, 10, 14, 21, and 28 days after disease onset in the disseminated EAE model.

Statistical Analysis

Statistical analysis was performed using Prism Software (Graphpad). The behavioral scores were analyzed over time with the nonparametric Friedman test for repeated measurements. The correlation between the behavioral scores and the parameters of lesion size and CST damage were calculated with the Spearman rank test (Spearman ρ). P values of p<0.05 were considered statistically significant; values of p<0.01 were considered highly statistically significant.

Results

Injection of Proinflammatory Cytokines Targets EAE Lesions to the Spinal Cord

The formation of EAE lesions in a predetermined location was achieved by stereotactic injections of the proinflammatory cytokines IFN-γ and TNF-α, which facilitate the influx of mononuclear cells into the CNS. To target the main component of the CST we performed injections into the ventral part of the dorsal funiculus at midthoracic levels. Using a refined procedure the injection of a volume of up to 2 µl can be performed with minimal structural damage and minimal immune cell infiltration as determined by cresyl-violet staining (n = 12; Figure 1, c and d).

In our experimental setup the injection of IFN-γ (150 U per animal) and TNF-α (250 ng per animal) led to a mild influx of inflammatory cells into the spinal cord of control animals immunized with IFA (n = 8; Figure 1e). This inflammatory influx was restricted to the area directly adjacent to the injection site and was accompanied by minimal tissue damage. However, if the same cytokine mixture was injected into animals that had previously been sensitized with MOG in IFA (n = 20) the formation of large confluent, inflammatory demyelinating lesions ensued (Figure 1f). The inflammatory infiltration was localized in the white matter of the dorsal funiculus generally including the area of the CST. In animals with particularly large lesions the cell infiltration expanded to the white matter of the lateral and ventral funiculi and into the gray matter.

An important prerequisite for the induction of targeted EAE is the development of an optimized protocol for the sensitization with the CNS autoantigen MOG. MOG has been chosen for EAE induction because of the well-established pathological similarities between MOG-induced EAE and MS. An optimized sensitization protocol for a targeted EAE model has to meet the following two requirements: an autoimmune T- and B-cell reaction against MOG should be elicited as it is necessary to ensure the development of an EAE-like lesion; and, the development of a generalized EAE with disseminated lesion formation should be avoided. To achieve these aims we made use of the relatively low sensitivity of the Lewis rat to the induction of EAE by MOG emulsified in IFA. We performed a series of experiments to determine the optimal immunization dose for the MOG antigen (Table 1). Immunization with relatively high doses of MOG (50 to 100 µg) in IFA led to robust disease induction. However, a significant proportion of the animals became sick before local cytokine injection or developed signs of generalized and relapsing disease, which argues against the use of high MOG doses for the induction of a localized monophasic disease model. Immunization with lower MOG doses (5 to 25 µg) in IFA circumvented these problems: Animals showed signs of EAE almost exclusively after local cytokine injection and little evidence of spatial and temporal dissemination. Animals immunized with IFA alone did not develop EAE. Taken together these results suggest that immunization with 25 µg of MOG provides an optimal balance between the necessary induction of an anti-MOG immune response and the undesired manifestation of disseminated EAE.

This notion is supported by results obtained from the determination of anti-MOG antibody titers. IgG titers of anti-MOG antibodies were measured over time in animals immunized with either MOG in IFA (5 to 25 µg) or IFA alone (Figure 2b). No anti-MOG antibody titers were detected at baseline (the day of immunization: 18 days before cytokine injection, see Figure 2b; n = 25). However, 17 days after immunization (and thus 1 day before the local cytokine injection), high anti-MOG IgG titers were measured in all animals immunized with 25 µg of MOG [n = 10; mean titer: 5.6 (−40 × log3)], whereas only low titers were measured in some of the animals immunized with 5 µg of MOG [n = 9; mean titer: 0.6 (−40 × log3)]. No anti-MOG antibody titers were detected in any of the animals immunized with IFA [n = 6; mean titer: 0 (−40 × log3)]. These differences persisted for the rest of the experiment, with a continuous slight increase in antibody titer in the MOG-immunized animals. In summary, immunization with 25 µg of MOG led to the stable induction of high titers of anti-MOG antibodies without causing signs of disseminated EAE.

In line with our data on anti-MOG antibody titers, the clinical course after cytokine injection differed considerably between animals immunized with either 25 µg or 5 µg of MOG or IFA alone (Figure 2c). Animals immunized with 25 µg of MOG developed massive clinical signs of hindlimb motor impairment starting from 24 hours (day 1) after cytokine injection (n = 10). Peak clinical symptoms were reached between day 3 and day 5 and remained relatively stable up to 10 days after cytokine injection. A slow and incomplete recovery process followed up to the end of the study period (day 28). In contrast, animals immunized with 5 µg of MOG (n = 9) and animals immunized with IFA (n = 6) showed remarkably less severe
Figure 1. Injection of proinflammatory cytokines into the spinal cord of MOG- or IFA-immunized animals. Spinal cord cross-sections (day 7) at the midthoracic level T8 of animals immunized with either IFA alone (a, c, e) or 25 μg of MOG in IFA (b, d, f) counterstained with cresyl-violet. The injection site is marked in black by the co-injection of Monastral Blue. Animals without an injection into the spinal cord (a, b) showed no infiltration of immune cells regardless of the immunization protocol. Animals injected with 2 μl of PBS (c, d) showed only a very mild immune cell infiltration with no obvious differences between animals immunized with IFA (c) and MOG (d). After local injection of the proinflammatory cytokines IFN-γ and TNF-α, however (e, f), animals immunized with 25 μg of MOG in IFA (f) developed large inflammatory lesions spreading through the entire dorsal funiculus, whereas animals immunized with IFA alone (e) displayed only a mild influx of inflammatory cells around the injection site. Original magnifications, ×50.
clonal symptoms. Thus, the combination of immunization with a suboptimal dose of MOG (25 μg) and minimal invasive injection of the proinflammatory cytokines IFN-γ and TNF-α led to the development of clinical signs of targeted EAE with high incidence and reproducibility.

Targeted EAE Lesions Show the Pathological Hallmarks of MS

Subcutaneous immunization with MOG (25 μg) in IFA followed by local injection of TNF-α and IFN-γ at the level of T8 resulted in large confluent inflammatory lesions in the targeted dorsal funiculus (Figure 3b). In general, the lesions encompassed most of the dorsal funiculus including the CST. Gray matter involvement and extension into the ventrolateral funiculus were rarely observed. The inflammatory lesions were characterized by a massive infiltration of foamy macrophages, few CD-3-positive T cells, and perilesional microglial activation (Figure 3, m and n). Within the lesion, myelin was lost (Figure 3, g and j). At early stages after lesion induction (day 7), myelin degradation products could be detected in macrophages (Figure 3g). Immunohistochemistry for amyloid precursor protein indicated acute axonal damage, which was more prominent at early (day 7) than at later stages of lesion formation (day 28; Figure 3, i and l). Although axonal density was markedly reduced in acute and chronic lesions (Figure 3, h and k), axons, in contrast to myelin, were not completely lost in the EAE lesion. Reactive astrocytes were prominent even in early lesions and formed a dense network of GFAP-positive processes at chronic disease stages (Figure 3o). Most animals at early (day 7), but not at late time points (day 28) showed mild perivascular mononuclear infiltrates in spinal cord regions distant to the focal lesion without any signs of demyelination and axonal damage.

Refined Behavioral Tests Can Be Applied in the Targeted EAE Model

The targeted nature of our localized EAE model enabled us to perform a detailed behavioral analysis of disease development. A basic evaluation of the overall motor performance of the animals was performed using an adapted version of the commonly used EAE scoring scale. This clinical score, primarily developed for disseminated EAE models, classifies the grade of paralysis of tail, forelimbs, and hindlimbs on a relatively crude five-step scale.

As depicted in Figure 4a, all animals immunized with 25 μg of MOG (n = 10) developed signs of disease 3 days after cytokine injection (mean clinical score, 2.2), and their overall motor performance remained impaired between days 3 and 10 followed by slow and often incomplete recovery up to day 28 (mean clinical score, 0.8). In contrast, animals immunized with 5 μg of MOG or IFA reached only mild clinical scores (day 3: mean clinical score, 0.6 for 5 μg of MOG; day 3: mean clinical score: 0.2 for IFA), which resolved by day 14 (Figure 4a).

To assess the general locomotion of the animals we used the BBB locomotor scale evaluated in an open field. Over-ground locomotion is known to be influenced by several ventral and dorsal spinal motor tract systems as well as the local spinal circuitry. After induction of the targeted EAE lesion, all animals immunized with 25 μg of MOG displayed a severe impairment of hindlimb locomotor function in the open field (Figure 4b). Three days after cytokine injection animals averaged a score of 8 ranging from 0 (no observable hindlimb movement) to a maximum of 14 (consistent weight supported plantar steps, consistent forelimb-hindlimb coordination, exorotation of the feet). Animals immunized with
Figure 3. Histopathology of targeted EAE lesions. a–c: Lesions induced by focal cytokine injection are exclusively targeted to the midthoracic spinal cord as demonstrated by H&E staining of the cervical (a), thoracic (b), and lumbar (c) spinal cord. No signs of disseminated EAE are discernable. Immunohistochemistry for MBP (d, g, j) shows normal myelin in noninvolved tissue (d), active demyelination with MBP immunoreactivity in macrophages at the early stage (D7; g inset with higher magnification) indicating active myelin phagocytosis and nearly complete demyelination at the late stage of lesion formation (D28; j). Bielschowsky silver impregnation (e, h, k) shows marked axonal loss at early (D7; h) as well as late disease stage (D28; k) compared to the normal axon density in noninvolved tissue (e). Amyloid precursor protein immunostaining (f, i, l) further demonstrates that axons are predominantly injured at the early stage (D7, i) and to a lesser extent also at the late stage (D28, l) whereas no amyloid precursor protein-positive end bulbs are present in noninvolved tissue (f). The inflammatory infiltrate is primarily composed of macrophages (ED1 immunohistochemistry, D7; m, left inset with higher magnification; right inset with isotype control staining) and to a lesser extent of perivascular and parenchymal T cells (CD3 immunohistochemistry, D7; n, left inset with higher magnification; right inset with isotype control staining). Immunostaining for GFAP demonstrates reactive astrogliosis in the lesion area at the late stages of the disease (D28; o, right inset with isotype control staining). Original magnifications: ×40 (a–c), ×400 (d–o and inset in m), ×1000 (inset in g, m). Scale bars: 100 μm (f, o); 10 μm (insets in g and m); 20 μm (inset in n).
with period (day 28, mean score 3). At day 3, animals immunized showed only a partial recovery leading to a persistent deficit in skilled placing throughout the entire study period. For the targeted EAE, animals immunized with 25 μg of MOG then recovered slowly leading to a persistent deficit at day 28 (mean score of 17).

Animals immunized with 5 μg of MOG displayed only a moderate impairment of hindlimb locomotor function (mean score of 18, ranging from 13 to 20; Figure 4b) and animals immunized with IFA alone displayed no or only very mild impairments of hindlimb locomotor function (mean score of 20.5, ranging from 19 to 21; Figure 4b).

We analyzed more specific aspects of hindlimb motor function using the Grid walk task. Because of the irregular spacing of the grid bars, this task requires a controlled placement of the hindlimbs that depends on supraspinal input in part through the CST.10,36 Because our targeted EAE lesions are localized in the dorsal midthoracic spinal cord, they damage dorsal and dorso-lateral spinal tract systems including the CST. Animals immunized with 25 μg of MOG exhibited a high percentage of footfalls, reaching a mean score of 9 ranging from 7 (61 to 70% footfalls) to 10 (91 to 100% footfalls) 3 days after cytokine injection (Figure 4c). The majority of these animals showed only a partial recovery leading to a persistent deficit in skilled placing throughout the entire study period (day 28, mean score 3). At day 3, animals immunized with 5 μg of MOG displayed a mean score of 6 (ranging from 1 to 10) and IFA-immunized animals a mean score of 4 (ranging from 1 to 8). These animals recovered controlled placement of the hindlimb very quickly and reached their baseline performance by day 10.

In a parallel experiment, the behavioral tests results of the targeted EAE model were compared with a standard disseminated EAE model using Lewis rats immunized with MBP (Figure 4; d to f). The evaluation of the overall motor performance applying the EAE scoring scale showed the classical clinical course of monophasic EAE (Figure 4d). All animals immunized with MBP in CFA (n = 15) developed severe signs of disease 3 days after disease onset (mean clinical score, 2.6) but then recovered completely up to day 14 after disease onset (mean clinical score, 0.13). Control animals immunized with CFA alone (n = 5) developed no signs of disease at any time point. Comparable results were obtained for the open-field locomotion measured with the BBB locomotor scale (Figure 4e). Animals immunized with MBP in CFA displayed severe deficits in open-field locomotion at day 3 (mean BBB score, 4.6) and then recovered completely up to day 14 (mean BBB score, 20.2), whereas animals immunized with CFA alone showed no deficits in open-field locomotion at any time point. The Grid walk task is of limited use in disseminated EAE (Figure 4f). At the peak of disease (day 3) the animals immunized with MBP in CFA usually had severe paraparesis and were thus assigned a 100% of mistakes on the Grid walk (day 3: mean Grid score, 9.4). Once the animals started to recover their hindlimb function they quickly reached their baseline performance (day 10: mean Grid score, 1.43). In contrast to the targeted EAE model no animals with disseminated EAE showed persistent deficits at day 28 in any of the behavioral test paradigms.

Refined Behavioral Tests Enhance the Sensitivity of Functional Analysis

The specific evaluation of defined components of motor function allows for a sensitive analysis of behavioral deficits and recovery. When the standard clinical EAE scoring system was applied to animals immunized with 25 μg of MOG, no significant recovery was detected between days 3 and 10 (Figure 5a). Conversely, when the same time period was analyzed using the BBB and Grid walk, early recovery of some of the animals was observed. The mean BBB locomotor score rose from 8 at day 3 to 11 at day 7 and to 12 at day 10 (Figure 5b; Friedman Test, P < 0.01). Similarly, early recovery of descending motor control measured by the Grid walk test was observed. Although animals displayed a mean Grid score of 9 at 3 days after local cytokine injection they recover significantly over time and averaged a score of 7 at day 7 and 5.5 at day 10 (Figure 5c; Friedman test, P < 0.01).

Deficits in Open Field Locomotion Correlate with Structural Damage in the Targeted EAE Model

To determine the extent of structural damage in our targeted EAE model, we evaluated the lesion size 28 days after local cytokine injection. Because the acute inflammatory reaction has subsided by this time, the area of structural damage can be accurately evaluated on cresyl-violet stained sec-
tions. For each animal (n = 19), several parameters such as lesion volume, maximal lesion area, and the minimal area of spared white matter were determined on cross-sections. Subsequent correlative analysis with the results of the behavioral analysis (maximal or persistent deficit in the EAE clinical score, BBB locomotor score, and Grid walk) was performed.

A highly significant and strong correlation was obtained when we compared the maximal EAE score with the lesion volume of each animal (Figure 6a; $r = 0.91$, $P < 0.001$). Correlations with the maximal lesion extension ($r = 0.69$, $P < 0.01$) and the amount of spared white matter ($r = 0.72$, $P < 0.001$) were lower but remained highly significant. These findings indicate that in the targeted EAE model the three-dimensional extent of structural damage critically determines the deficit measured with the EAE clinical score. Further analysis revealed that the persistent clinical deficits at day 28 also depended on the extent of structural damage ($r = 0.79$, $P < 0.001$). All animals with a lesion volume $\leq 2.5$ mm$^3$ (n = 13) recovered completely within the study period. On the other hand, all animals with a lesion volume above 2.5 mm$^3$ (n = 5) developed persistent clinical deficits throughout the 28 days after lesion induction.

Similar conclusions arose from the analysis of the open field locomotion. A strong and highly significant correlation was observed between the minimal BBB score and the lesion volume (Figure 6b; $r = 0.89$, $P < 0.001$). Correlations with the maximal lesion extension ($r = 0.69$, $P < 0.01$) and the amount of spared white matter ($r = 0.45$, $P > 0.05$) were lower but remained highly significant. Similar to the findings with the EAE clinical score, the lesion volume correlates with persistent deficits (day 28) in the open field locomotion ($r = 0.86$, $P < 0.001$). At day 28, 7 of 11 animals with a lesion volume...
<1.6 mm$^3$ had recovered completely, whereas all animals with a lesion volume >1.6 mm$^3$ ($n = 7$) had persistent clinical deficits.

The analysis of the Grid walk test revealed a weaker correlation with the parameters describing structural damage (Figure 6c; for lesion volume: $r = 0.70, P < 0.001$; for the maximal lesion extension: $r = 0.75, P < 0.001$; and for the amount of spared white matter: $r = -0.46, P < 0.05$).

To compare these results with a standard disseminated EAE model, we determined the total lesion volume in animals immunized with MBP in CFA ($n = 14$) 28 days after the disease onset (Figure 6; d to f). No significant correlations between the maximal behavioral deficits and the lesion volume were detected for either the EAE score (Figure 6d; $r = 0.07, P > 0.05$), the BBB score (Figure 6e; $r = -0.28, P > 0.05$), or the Grid walk (Figure 6f; $r = 0.45, P > 0.05$). As mentioned previously, no persistent deficits were observed in the animals with disseminated EAE and thus no correlations could be calculated for this later stage.

**Discussion**

In the present study we demonstrate that targeting EAE lesions to a predetermined location in the rat spinal cord allows us to behaviorally assess the function of specific motor tract systems in an animal model of MS. Targeting of EAE lesions was achieved by a combination of low-dose immunization with the myelin antigen MOG and the stereotactic intraspinal injection of the proinflammatory cytokines IFN-$\gamma$ and TNF-$\alpha$. EAE lesions were targeted to the area of the CST in the dorsal part of the midthoracic spinal cord. The resulting deficits of hindlimb motor function were assessed by the commonly used EAE clinical score but also by the more refined and sensitive assessments of open field locomotion and grid walking. The comparison with a standard disseminated EAE model demonstrates several major advantages of the targeted EAE model because it leads to persistent and defined functional deficits that allow for specific and sensitive behavioral testing of functional components and yield quantitative behavioral endpoints that are directly correlated to the overall structural damage and specifically to the extent of CST damage.

The immunological rationale behind the development of this targeted EAE model is to combine the low susceptibility of the Lewis rat to MOG-induced autoimmune disease with the ability of the proinflammatory cytokines TNF-$\alpha$ and IFN-$\gamma$ to induce a local influx of inflammatory cells into the CNS. When injected into the adult CNS TNF-$\alpha$ causes a predominantly lymphocytic influx. Although the stereotactic injection of TNF-$\alpha$ and IFN-$\gamma$ is clearly an artificial way to induce the formation of inflammatory CNS lesions, both cytokines are supposed to play a crucial role in the process of lesion induction both in EAE and MS. They can activate brain microvessels inducing increased expression of adhesion molecules and MHC class II molecules on endothelial cells. Both proinflammatory cytokines lead to an increased adherence
and transmigration of encephalitogenic T cells into the CNS. Once in the CNS, those T cells that recognize a CNS antigen, in our case MOG, will persist, recruit other inflammatory cells, and initiate the formation of an inflammatory, demyelinating CNS lesion. The combination of a subclinical immune response against MOG and the localized stereotactic injection of proinflammatory cytokines into the thoracic spinal cord led to the formation of a focal inflammatory demyelinating lesion. The inflammatory infiltrate in these lesions was composed of foamy macrophages with the interspersion of few perivascular and parenchymal CD3-positive T cells. Both the loss of myelin sheaths and active myelin degradation by macrophages were found in the lesions.

Although the axonal density in acute and chronic lesions was markedly reduced, axons, in contrast to myelin, were not completely lost in the EAE lesion. Glial scar formation was detected already early in the disease course.

Focal inflammatory demyelinating spinal cord lesions reflected key features of MS pathology. Myelin loss, axonal damage, infiltration with foamy macrophages and T cells, microglia activation, and reactive gliosis are central characteristics of early MS lesions. Axonal damage and subsequent axonal loss are prominent in targeted spinal cord lesions indicating a destructive inflammatory process resembling MS cases with fulminant disease and antibody- and complement-mediated tissue damage.

Figure 7. CST damage and correlation with the Grid walk. a: Photomicrograph of a longitudinal section of the thoracic spinal cord with a targeted EAE lesion (*, outlined with gray arrows). Damage to the CST is visualized by anterograde tracing of the hindlimb CST fibers with BDA (black fibers, counterstained with cresyl-violet). b–d: Photomicrographs of the anterogradely labeled main CST (black fibers, outlined with gray line, arrows indicate the position of the midline) visualized on spinal cord cross-sections. b: Cervical spinal cord with undamaged main CST. c: Thoracic spinal cord with inflammatory infiltrate (cresyl-violet counterstaining) and damaged CST fibers (arrow). d: Lumbar spinal cord with remaining intact fibers of the main CST. Analysis of the relation of the Grid walk and CST damage indicates a strong correlation of the persistent deficits (day 28) in the Grid walk with the extent of CST damage (e, $r = 0.80$, $P < 0.001$). This correlation is even more pronounced when only animals with similarly large lesions (lesion volume $>1.5 \text{ mm}^3$) are analyzed (f, $r = 0.91$, $P < 0.01$). $n = 16$ animals (e), $n = 8$ animals (f). $r$, correlation coefficient (Spearman rank test). Original magnifications: $\times50$ (a), $\times200$ (b–d).
Studies throughout the last years have emphasized that structural damage to axons is a key determinant for the persistent clinical deficit in patients suffering from MS.\(^2\)\(^3\) Despite sustained efforts, the number of promising experimental studies to prevent or reverse structural damage in conventional EAE models is so far very low.\(^46\)\(^47\) One central problem of commonly used acute EAE models is that in many cases the structural damage is not reflected in the clinical deficit in a way that can be easily quantified and correlated to the damage.\(^48\)\(^49\)

Our current data corroborate this view, as in a standard disseminated EAE model, neither the structural damage nor the damage to the CST showed any significant correlation with the results of our behavioral tests. In these models, animals classically develop a monophasic disease, which, if survived, is followed by a complete recovery over the course of a few days. The acute clinical deficit has been correlated to the extent of immune infiltration and is thus most likely a consequence of immune-mediated axon dysfunction rather than of persistent structural damage.\(^48\)\(^50\)\(^51\) Irreversible axonal damage does occur but may be limited to a small fraction of axons from a given axonal tract system, which if minor can be compensated by the remaining intact fibers. Only in models with a chronic disease phase is the accumulated structural damage translated into measurable clinical deficits.\(^59\)\(^52\)

The dissemination of EAE lesions in conventional EAE models leads to a variable number of axonal tracts being adversely affected. This renders refined behavioral testing, which generally relies on the quantification of specific functional deficits, virtually impossible. A sensitive quantification of the functional deficit is, however, of central importance for the evaluation of protective and repair strategies as they, in contrast to immunological approaches, cannot be expected to alter immune-related parameters such as disease onset or incidence. Targeted EAE lesions give rise to defined functional deficits and can thus be evaluated using specific and sensitive behavioral tests.

In the targeted EAE model the maximal deficits in the EAE and BBB scores showed the best correlation with the total amount of structural damage. These findings can be at least partially explained by the fact that both the BBB and EAE scores evaluate general locomotion and are thus influenced by various tract systems of the dorsal, lateral, and ventral funiculi.\(^33\)\(^34\) Large lesions will inevitably affect several of these axonal tracts whose damage will be strongly reflected in the general locomotor analysis. The Grid walk on the other hand is strongly influenced by CST function.\(^10\)\(^36\) Because our cytokine injections were targeted to the region of the CST, even small lesions still showed a substantial destruction of this tract, resulting in a weaker correlation of the Grid walk with the overall amount of structural damage. This notion is further supported by our finding that the persistent but not the maximal deficits in the Grid walk showed the best correlation with the extent of CST damage. Initial deficits in the Grid walk are most likely linked to a mixture of structural CST damage and inflammation-induced CST dysfunction. Conversely later deficits are more likely to reflect predominantly structural CST damage. It should be noted however, that persistent deficits in the Grid walk were only observed in those animals with a very substantial damage to the CST limiting the direct behavioral assessment of CST damage to this group of animals. The influence of the descending motor input mediated by the CST on skilled placing is likely to explain the strong correlation between Grid walk and CST damage. The weaker correlation of EAE and BBB score with the extent of CST damage is further compatible with the assumption that over-ground locomotion measured in EAE and BBB scores is not primarily dependent on CST function but rather influenced by a combination of spinal tract systems.

Similar defined behavioral tests have been used for many years for the quantification of clinical deficits in various models of localized CNS injury\(^35\)\(^53\)\(^54\) and many of the test paradigms have been initially developed for spinal cord injury.\(^30\)\(^55\) However, our results also reveal marked differences between inflammatory and traumatic spinal cord lesions. Compared to animals with traumatic spinal cord lesions, those with inflammatory lesions showed a faster and more complete recovery. The early and relatively fast recovery process up to day 14 may be in part explained by the subsiding inflammatory reaction. The ongoing slower recovery up to the end of the study period may indicate a structural repair process that should be facilitated in an incomplete inflammatory tract lesion as compared to a more complete, traumatic tract lesion. Overall however, our present study demonstrates that both clinical and structural deficits induced by localized inflammatory reactions of the spinal cord can be analyzed in a very similar manner to those induced by spinal cord trauma.

The localized EAE model should thus open new possibilities for the evaluation of protective or repair-oriented therapeutic strategies for MS, which have so far been primarily investigated in models of traumatic CNS injury. Growth factors, eg, of the families of neurotrophic factors, have shown considerable potential as therapeutic agents for MS.\(^57\)\(^56\)\(^57\) Their particular appeal resides in the pleiotrophy inherent to their actions, which comprise the protection of axons and myelin, stimulation of axonal regeneration, as well as immunomodulatory properties.\(^58\)\(^59\) The development of repair strategies aiming at both the replacement of damaged glial cells and the functional reconnection of interrupted axonal connections are further exciting perspectives for future research.\(^9\)\(^60\) Cell transplantation approaches are obviously facilitated in a localized EAE model with a predetermined localization of the lesion.\(^61\)\(^62\) Furthermore, therapeutic strategies increasing plastic reorganization can only be thoroughly evaluated if a defined axonal tract system and its reorganization can be followed.\(^64\)

In conclusion, we have developed a reproducible model of MS in the spinal cord that has quantifiable histological and behavioral endpoints and can thus help to improve both our understanding of tissue damage as well as the evaluation of therapeutic strategies for MS.
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